# NEW CITIES OF THE MEDITERRANEAN SEA BASIN – NEWCIMED

**ENPI CBC MedProgramme**

“EuroMedContemporary Architecture”

3rd – 7th November 2015 – Latina

**PARTNERS AGENDA**

## TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 3RD – ARRIVALS

**Pick up from Fiumicino Airport**

21.00 Welcome Dinner

## WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 4TH – FIRST DAY - WORKSHOP OPENING

09.00 – 09.30 Registration Workshop – Conference Hall of the Museum of “Terra Pontina”

09.30 – 10.30 Welcome and Presentation of Partners

- Presentation of Architects/Experts participant at the Workshop
- Workshop “EuroMedContemporary Architecture - New Square - The Mediterranean Square between past and future” introduction by Arch. Alessandro D’Adamo

10.30 – 11.00 Coffee break

11.30 – 13.00 Opening Workshop EuroMed Contemporary Architecture

15.00 – 18.00 Euro Mediterranean Widespread Museum Expo - Presentation by Matteo Coluzzi at the Conference Hall of the Museum of the Terra Pontina

## THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 5TH – SECOND DAY

09.00 – 12.00 Euro Mediterranean Widespread Museum Tour - Visit a part of the Latina Museum

15.00 – 16.00 Steering Commitee - Conference Hall De Pasquale at Municipality of Latina

16.00 – 16.30 Coffee break

16.30 – 18.00 Steering Commitee - Conference Hall De Pasquale at Municipality of Latina

## FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 6TH – THIRD DAY - FINAL RESULTS

Conference Hall of the Museum of “Terra Pontina”

09.00 – 10.30 Scientific board - University of Rome Tor Vergata

10.30 – 11.00 Coffee break

11.00 – 12.30 Scientific board - University of Valencia

14.00 – 15.00 Training Activities - Istituto Progetto Sud

16.00 – 17.00 Final conclusions

18.30 – 20.00 Film screening - Vision of NewCiMed movies at Modern Theatre-Cinema

20.00 – 20.30 Cocktail

## SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 7TH – FOURTH DAY

09.00 – 12.00 Exhibition EuroMedContemporary Architecture at the Conference Hall of the Museum of the Terra Pontina

12.00 Cocktail

21.00 Goodbye Dinner

---
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